Press Release
Stylish, practical, high quality
New: stylish modern planter by GARANTIA
GARANTIA, well-known for high-quality and designoriented rainwater containers, now offers the new GARANTIA Living product line, with stylish plastic containers
for indoor and outdoor use. The new range includes 16
products. The premium products impress with their appealing design, high functionality and a balanced priceperformance ratio.

In two sizes, three surfaces and eight trendy colours, the
Natura, Stone and Color models provide colour and design
accents for the home and garden. The GARANTIA planters
consist of two elements: a well-designed container and a
plant tray. This can be simply inserted and removed with a
handle. This allows you to economise your use of potting soil
or expanded clay, and reduces the water requirement and
the weight. For plants with a larger root system, the plant
containers can also be planted without a planting tray.

Common to all plant containers is the conically downwards
tapered construction. This allows the containers to look elegant, whatever their size. In addition, the large base area
creates a high level of stability. The Natura, Stone and Color
models are available in two sizes: with plant trays 150 cm in
height and 62 cm in diameter, and plant trays 110 cm in
height and 58 cm in diameter.

The containers look great together or on their own, inside or
outside. The plastic containers are more impact-resistant
and fracture-resistant, compared to plant containers made of
mineral materials or glass-fibre-reinforced plastic. In addition,
the low weight facilitates transport, positioning and rearranging.
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Natura model: flowing lines
Tiles, wallpaper, furniture decors - wave design is currently
in fashion in interior and outdoor areas. Garantia, with several awards for the high-quality design of their products, offers the Natura model with a distinctive wave design. Each
plant container is unique due to the manufacturing process:
Concave and convex surfaces create a unique surface structure, with a visual appearance that changes as the light
changes. The wave structure and the fine-grained surface
create a particularly tactile experience. The flowing design
harmonises with the low-key colours, Arctic, Sahara and
Graphite.
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Model Stone: clear direct form
The Stone model has a characteristic smooth surface with a
lava-coloured stone appearance. The clear direct form harmonises with the low-key colour scheme.
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Color model: colourful accents
On the other hand, the Color model in the on-trend colours
Apple, Coco, Tomato and Cassis, will lend your space accents of colour. These planters impress with a silky shiny
surface and a smooth surface finish.

GARANTIA planters are not painted, but made of dyed plastic. As a result, they are less sensitive to scratches and are
also highly weather-resistant for exterior use. This guarantees long durability of their surfaces and colours. The containers are produced in an elaborate production process, and
GARANTIA provides a five-year guarantee as a reflection of
the quality.

GARANTIA is a trade mark of Otto Graf GmbH.
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Further details about Otto Graf GmbH can be found here:
graf.info/unternehmensprofil
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